Program

5th CTIF Global Capsule (CGC) Workshop
Theme: 5G and Beyond: Applications to the Automotive and Health
Industry
July 2-3, 2018
CTIF Global Capsule (CGC) is a non-profit association that has an ambition of leading the convergence of Business,
Economics and Technology, to provide benefit to the society. CGC aims at embracing the aspirants to aggregate
and collaborate in striding for the new scientific paths.

Venue
LS2/10&11, Lockside Building, University of Huddersfield, Queensgate, HD1 3DH, West Yorkshire, UK

Website: https://www.hud.ac.uk/

Contact Person:
Dr. Pavlos Lazaridis,
School of Computing and Engineering, University of Huddersfield, UK;
Email: p.lazaridis@hud.ac.uk; tel.+44(0)7780091296

About:
The University of Huddersfield CTIF Global Capsule ‘5G and beyond: applications to the
automotive and health industry’ workshop is a unique event bringing together internationally
renowned experts from industry, academia, and research to exchange their visions and
studies towards 5G and beyond and to encourage innovative collaboration. Distinguished
keynote speakers will present recent advances towards 5G and its applications and benefits
to the society. 5G technologies are expected to enable fundamentally new applications that
will transform the way humanity lives, works, and engages with its environment.
One of the key requirements for 5G is to provide ubiquitous connections to billions of devices
(including IoT devices), with multi-Gbps data transmission to meet a thousand times
increased capacity, and with low latency. Some of the most difficult challenges are located at
the “physical layer”, due to fundamental limits imposed by the antennas as well as the
propagation environment. Thus, significant research is required to enable high-frequency
microelectronic circuits, smart antennas and advanced hardware implementations to achieve
a highly performing system. Currently academia, operators, vendors as well as regulatory
bodies are trying to identify the framework and requirements for the 5G network architecture
and services. Furthermore, demos and trial systems and testbeds for proof of concept are
currently being implemented.
This workshop will cover the advancements and associated challenges of 5G related to each
application, with emphasis on automotive and medical applications.
Registration fee: £100
Students: £50
Including: refreshments, lunch, gala dinner

Please register at:
https://www.store.hud.ac.uk/product-catalogue/conferences/computing-and-engineering/5thctif-global-capsule-cgc-workshop
Recommended hotel: Edgerton hotel from booking.com £52 with breakfast, 20 mins walk
Mount taxis-tel.:+44(0)1484 768349 (£4 to University from Edgerton Hotel)

Program Schedule

Day 1: Monday, July 2, 2018

09:45-10:45

Registration

10:45-11:00

Welcome Message: Professor Ian Glover, Head of Department of Engineering
and Technology, and Dr Pavlos Lazaridis, University of Huddersfield, UK
Opening Message: Professor Ramjee Prasad, President, CTIF Global Capsule,
Aarhus University, Herning Campus, Denmark
Keynote Speech 1: Bridging Technology and Business, Professor Peter Lindgren,
Vice-President CTIF Global Capsule. Aarhus University, Herning Campus,
Denmark
A variety of challenges and opportunities are brought to our world and its
businesses these days, especially when business models embedded with more
and more technology – and even operated partly or full of machines. The
ability to bridge technology to Business Models and understand human bond
communication with machine based business models are very interesting
topic and might be the cornerstone of sustainable future business and
competitiveness. The speech reports and discuss on bridging technology to
business models and the expected impact on our society when these future
advanced Business Models gains power.

11:00:11.15
11:15-11:45

Professor PhD Peter Lindgren, Peter Lindgren holds a full Professorship in Multi
business model and Technology innovation at Aarhus University, Denmark –
Business development and technology innovation and is Vice President of CTIF
Global Capsule (CGC). He has researched and worked with network based high
speed innovation since 2000 and is cofounder of CTIF Global Capsule –
www.ctifglobalcapsule.com. He works today as researcher in many different
multi business model and technology innovations projects and knowledge
networks and has an entrepreneurial and interdisciplinary approach to
research. His research interests are multi business model and technology
innovation in interdisciplinary networks, multi business model typologies,
sensing and persuasive business models.
11:45-12:00
12:00-12:30

Inauguration of CTIF Global Capsule - Professor Bob Cryan, Vice-Chancellor
University of Huddersfield, UK
Coffee Break

12:30-13:00

Keynote Session 1 - continued

12:30-13:00

13:00-14:00

Keynote Speech 2: Massive Grant-Free Multiple-Access in 5G IoT Networks,
Professor Lie-Liang Yang, University of Southampton, UK
Future 5G IoT networks are expected to be the massive ultra-dense wireless
networks aiming at providing a wide-range services, from high-rate continuous
applications to low-rate sporadic short-burst services. Explicitly, radio access for
sporadic short-burst IoT traffic based on the traditional multiple-access schemes
used, such as, in LTE/LTE-A, is inefficient, due to the resultant high overhead
ratio. In this talk, we first address the main challenges of radio access in 5G
massive IoT networks. Then, in order to reduce the overhead ratio, the problems
and technical solutions for massive grant-free multiple-access are explored.
Furthermore, some low-complexity detection schemes that are efficient for
operation in heavily loaded IoT systems are considered. We emphasize the
advantages, disadvantages and challenges for the practical implementation of
these optional techniques. We conclude the talk with some open issues for
research.
Lie-Liang Yang is the professor of wireless communications in the School of
Electronics and Computer Science (ECS), University of Southampton. He has
research interest in wireless communications, wireless networks and signal
processing for wireless communications, as well as molecular and nano
communications. He has published 360+ research papers in journals and
conference proceedings, authored/co-authored three books and also published
several book chapters. The details about his publications can be found at
http://users.ecs.soton.ac.uk/lly/. He is a fellow of the IEEE, a fellow of the IET,
and a distinguished lecturer of the IEEE Vehicular Technology Society. He has
served as associate editor to several academic journals, co-organized several
special issues, and acted as different roles for conference organization.
Lunch Break
Keynote Session 2: Advanced Wireless Platforms

14:00-14.30

Keynote Speech 3: Smart antenna, WSN and MIMO test-beds for 5G
Communications, Professor Tian Hong Loh, National Physical Laboratory, NPL
5G metrology to underpin all aspects from signals, devices to systems is essential
for its development, manufacture and deployment. A raft of new technologies is
anticipated to be considered to support a significantly increased user density.
This talk gives an overview of 5G metrological capabilities and testbeds
developed under several UK and EU programmes. The topics to cover include

smart antenna, wireless sensor network, and multiple-input-multiple-output
testbeds , etc.
Prof Tian Hong Loh is currently a Principal Research Scientist at NPL. He leads
work at NPL on a wide range of applied and computational electromagnetic
metrology research areas to support the telecommunications industry. He has
authored and co-authored over hundred refereed publications and holds five
patents. He is currently visiting professor at Surrey University, visiting industrial
fellow at Cambridge University, UK representative of URSI Commission A
(Electromagnetic Metrology), project coordinator of an EU H2020 co-funded
project on ‘Metrology for 5G Communications’. His research interests include 5G
communications, MIMO, smart antennas, small antennas, metamaterials, bodycentric communications, WSN, EMC, and computational electromagnetics. He
also has acted on the session chair and technical programme committee for
several international conferences, and as technical reviewer for several
international journals on these subjects.
15.00-15:30

Keynote Speech 4: Tunable mmWave antenna design for 5G Communications,
Dr Alexandros Feresidis, University of Birmingham, UK
Millimeter-wave (mm-wave) technologies have emerged in recent years as a
promising solution that will radically enhance the performance of a wide range
of electronic systems, including mult-Gbps/Tbps telecommunication systems,
powerful radar and imaging devices and highly sensitive sensors. Many of these
systems require powerful high-gain antennas with the capability to dynamically
reconfigure their performance, such as the direction of the main beam, their
polarisation or their operating frequency.
This contribution will focus on the challenging topic of dynamically
reconfigurable antennas for mm-wave and low THz frequencies and will present
a new tuning technology applied to multi-layer metasurface-based antennas.
The advantages of the proposed technology in terms of low losses, high
switching speeds and overall antenna performance will be demonstrated by
reporting recent results both in simulations and measurements. The fabrication
and implementation at higher mm-wave and THz frequencies using innovative
micromachining processes will also be discussed.
Alexandros Feresidis is the Head of the Metamaterials Engineering Laboratory,
and a Reader in Microwave Engineering in the Department of Electronic,
Electrical and Systems Engineering at the University of Birmingham. He is a
former Royal Academy of Engineering/ Leverhulme Trust Senior Research Fellow
(2013-2014). He leads research on artificial electromagnetic metamaterials,
antennas, microfabrication, microwave/mmWave and THz circuits and systems.

He is a member of the UK EPSRC Peer Review College and he is on the Editorial
Board of IET Microwaves, Antennas and Propagation journal. He recently served
as Lead Guest Editor in an IET Special Issue on “Emerging Reconfigurable
Antenna Technologies”. He currently leads projects on mm-wave and terahertz
antennas for communications and radar systems.
15:30-16:00
16.00-16:30

Keynote Speech 5: Professor Raed Abd-Alhameed, Bradford University, UK
Coffee Break

16:30-18:30

Panel Discussions 1:
Theme: Applications of 5G in Health
Moderator: Dr Albena Mihovska, CTIF Global Capsule, Aarhus University,
Denmark
Panelists: Professor Raed Abd-Alhameed, Professor Ian Glover, Dr Pavlos
Lazaridis, Dr Alexandros Feresidis and Dr. Kiritkumar Lathia (CTIF GC / India)
With the continuous increase of data rates and the number of people using
mobile communications, wireless connections are evolving towards 5G.
Advances in wireless- and nano-technologies, as well as in hardware, allow for
collecting more and more data at an increasing rate from a myriad of
interconnected devices, resulting in the generation of terabytes or even
petabytes of complex data every day. 5G networks must be able to meet the
requirements of two very different types of applications. On the one hand, in
broadband mobile access, the capacity of the link is the most demanding factor.
On the other hand, the ecosystem of the Internet of Things (IoT) demands
intermittent or always-on hyper connectivity for machine-type communications
This panel will address the possibilities and needs of emerging 5G-enabled
healthcare applications in the context of the hyper-connected society. Issues to
be discussed will focus on the following open questions:


What kind of architectures can enable the potential of 5G systems to
deliver personalized healthcare applications?
o What kind of functionalities, how to integrate them?
o What kind of requirements do we need to comply with?



How to support the massive sets of streaming digital data, defined by
volume, variety, veracity, velocity, and value?



How to extract the business value of 5G-enabled healthcare applications?

19.00

Gala Dinner

Program Schedule
Day 2: Tuesday, July 3, 2018
09.00
09:00-10:45

Registration
Panel Discussions 2:
Theme: Connected and autonomous vehicles
Moderator: Dr Matthew Higgins, University of Warwick, UK
Panelists: Professor John Cosmas, Dr Albena Mihovska, Professor Raed AbdAlhameed, Dr Pavlos Lazaridis and Dr. Kiritkumar Lathia (CTIF GC / India)

10:45-11:00

Coffee Break

11:00-11:45

Invited Talk 1: The Midlands Future Mobility 5G Testbed and Early Results, Dr
Matthew Higgins, University of Warwick, UK
This presentation outlines WMGs latest capability and initiatives in the 5G arena
which include the latest updates on the Midlands Future Mobility CAV Testbed,
the 3xD and NI Lead User Project. Early results on our Channel Sounding and
Evaluation of Automotive and LSAVs are also presented to enable a wider
discussion on both vehicle and infrastructure deployment and design.
Dr Matthew Higgins is an Associate Professor of Connected and Autonomous
Vehicles at the WMG at UoW, where he also leads the ICT stream of WMGs
Intelligent Vehicles research group. He is PI on projects funded through industry
that address vehicular sensors and their applications. He is PI on Catapult awards
on mmWave and 5G communications, PI on of the Innovate UK ELWAG project,
Co-I on the Innovate UK CCAV2 project SWARM and Co-I on the Meridian UK
CAV Central Testbed. Dr Higgins has published over 50 peer reviewed journal
and conference and 3 book chapters. His team is currently comprised of four
PDRFs, two Jaguar Land Rover funded EngD students, three PhD students funded
directly through industry and two further PhD students funded through
government awards. He is an SMIEE, a FHEA, a member of the EPSRC CommNet2
community and Member of the EPSRC Peer Review College.

11:45-12:30

Invited Talk 2: UK 5G & IoT testbeds and trial activities and 5G reality check, can we
deliver?, Stuart Revell, RTACS Ltd
Future networks, and especially 5G, are being promoted to multiple industries,
governments almost as a panacea, and the industry impact if the networks don’t

deliver will be severe. This talk will investigate the UK approach through Test
Beds and Trials and the need for innovation and collaboration to deliver on the
expectations, technology, standards and eco-system required.
External Engagement and Strategy Advisor - 5GIC University of Surrey and
Managing Director - RTACS Ltd, Stuart Revell is the Managing Director of RTACS
Ltd and is currently working with the 5G Innovation Centre (5GIC) at the
University of Surrey on external engagement, strategy and adoption of 5G and
Internet of Things based technologies and architectures, especially research and
usage in Transport, Health and Smart City sectors.
Stuart started his career as an Electronics Design Engineer and has spent over 30
years in the technology industry with experience in electronics and ICT R&D;
ranging from Industrial Systems through to complex ICT, Mobile and Consumer
solutions and has managed international teams covering both commercial and
technical disciplines.
12:30-13:30

Lunch Break

13:30-14.15

Invited Talk 3: Propagation studies for 5G Communications, Professor Sana
Salous, Durham University, UK

14:15-15.00

Invited Talk 4: A 5G Broadband Radio-Light Architecture for Media and
Entertainment in Buildings, Professor John Cosmas, Brunel University London.
John Cosmas is currently a Professor of Multimedia Systems in the College of
Engineering, Design and Physical Sciences at Brunel University London. He coleads the Wireless Networks and Communications Research Centre, is the course
director of MSc Advanced Multimedia Design and 3D Technologies and is an
associate editor of IEEE Transactions on Broadcasting. He leads a research team
of 10 PhD students, whose research is concerned with management of
heterogeneous Visible Light Communications and millimetre wave networks for
low latency broadband in buildings, Internet of Things for Health and Safety
systems in hospitals 3D MIMO and efficient Software Defined Networks
architectures.

15.00-15:30

Coffee Break

15:30-16:15

Invited Talk 5: Health applications of 5G technology, Dr Albena Mihovska, CTIF
Global Capsule, Aarhus University, Denmark.
Healthcare applications require that data is continuously and reliably

gathered, exchanged and processed for taking an intelligent real-time
decision making in relation to a given application and user. These
requirements prompt the following open research questions:
• What technologies and systems can enable support of 24/7 continuous
collection of data from various sources and environments? How to exchange
the collected data to guarantee prediction accuracy, sensitivity and speed of
response of the applications?
•What technologies are needed to transform the exchanged data into an
active personalised decision and how to handle multi-dimensional datasets ?
What technologies can we use to protect collected, exchanged and
transformed data ?
•How to guarantee trustworthiness of decision-making?
Albena Mihovska, is an Associate Professor at Aarhus University, where she
is with the CTIF Global Capsule and MBIT research group. Her main activities
relate to research in the area of smart dense connectivity and related
applications. She has been an active contributor to the ITU-T standardization
activities in the area of (1) Internet of Things, E-health, and Next Generation
Networks (2) Standards education and most recently: IoT, Smart cities, &
Communities. She has authored and co-authored more than 160
publications, including international peer-reviewed books, book chapters,
journal and conferences publications.
16:15-17:00

Invited Talk 6: Can 5G deliver a platform for machine version of ‘facebook’ to
drive D-economy? Professor Mohammad Patwari, Birmingham City University,
UK, https://www.bcu.ac.uk/computing/about-us/our-staff/mohammad-patwary
Creating wealth in society to attain enhanced productivity is the prime objective of
current era of digital revolution. Revolutionary development in sensing, processing and
communication technologies have opened an era to re-think the value of data to create
wealth within society with diverse and innovative usages. The success of 5G depends on
how much diversified value each data can generate from ultra-reliable & low latency
connectivity within high density environment. The talk will provide with an insight of
current initiatives of our research group as well as expected development of 5G wireless
connectivity towards D-economy.

17:00-17:15

Concluding Remarks: Professor Ramjee Prasad, President, CTIF Global Capsule,
Aarhus University, Herning Campus, Denmark
Professor Ramjee Prasad is currently the Director of the Center for
TeleInfrastruktur (CTIF) Global Capsule at Aarhus University, Denmark . He is the

Founding Chairman of the Global ICT Standardisation Forum for India (GISFI:
www.gisfi.org) established in 2009. GISFI has the purpose of increasing of the
collaboration between European, Indian, Japanese, North-American and other
worldwide standardization activities in the area of Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) and related application areas. He was the
Founding Chairman of the HERMES Partnership – a network of leading
independent European research centres established in 1997, of which he is now
the Honorary Chair.
He is the founding editor-in-chief of the Springer International Journal on
Wireless Personal Communications. He is a member of the editorial board of
other renowned international journals including those of River Publishers.
Ramjee Prasad is a member of the Steering, Advisory, and Technical Program
committees of many renowned annual international conferences including
Wireless Personal Multimedia Communications Symposium (WPMC) and
Wireless VITAE. He is a Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers (IEEE), USA, the Institution of Electronics and Telecommunications
Engineers (IETE), India, the Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET), UK,
and a member of the Netherlands Electronics and Radio Society (NERG), and the
Danish Engineering Society (IDA). He is also a Knight (“Ridder”) of the Order of
Dannebrog (2010), a distinguished award by the Queen of Denmark.
17:15

End of Workshop

